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Navy

Marine Corps

The number of Navy and Marine pilots reporting oxygen loss, air
contamination or cockpit depressurization while flying has risen in
recent years as the services try to fix the problems, which can lead
to aircraft loss and death. The number of reports by calendar year;
2016 data as of March 1. (Source: Naval Safety Center)

THINNING AIR

Navy Times Graphic

https://www.navytimes.com/story/military/2016/05/08/nothing-scareshornet-pilots-more-than-losing-oxygen-and-happens-all-time/82255406/

Public Affairs Guidance
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56th FW Temporary Cancellati<)n ofF-35 Flying Operations
9 Jun 17

Subject: 56th FW Temporary Cancellation ot·F-35 Flying Operations

https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/
d3cb09ad9703cc3242dc677840b94ff0c
5ad2d8f4fc424cf4687c34768e4fcec.jpg

I. Background. Since May 2, five F-35A pilots assigned to Luke Air Force Base have reported
physiological incidents while flying. In each case, the aircraft's backup oxygen system operated as
designed and the pilot followed the correct procedures, landing the aircraft safely. The 56th Fighter
Wing will temporarily cancel F-35 flying operations 9 Jun 17 to educate pilots on the situation and
increase their awareness of personal hypoxia sympt()ms with mandatory ·reduced oxygen breathing
device' training.
2. Public Affairs Posture. Active upo11 completion of' notifications to The Congress.
3. Public Statement. Upon approva~ the following statement may be released to media:
After Fi,'e Physiological Incidents, Luke AFB Temporarily Cancels F-35 Local
Flying Ops

WASHINGTON (AFNS) -The 56th Fighter Wing at Luke Air Force Base, Arizona, cancelled local.
flying operations today for F-35A Lightning D aircrall due to a series of five incidents i11 " tbich pilots
have experienced hypoxia-like symptoms.
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From
GOX to LOX
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Enhanced physiology protection for aircrew of high
altitude military aircraft
Sustaining life
At ground level humans breathe air with
a 21% oxygen concentration in order to
oxygenate the bloodstream and, hence,
sustain life. The pressure exerted by the
oxygen component of air is termed the
Partial Pressure of Oxygen (PPO2).

increasing altitude, as PPO2 decreases
in direct proportion to air pressure with
increasing altitude (Figure 1). At higher
altitudes this will lead to insufficient oxygen
being present in the bloodstream, a condition known as hypoxia, and eventually
death.
To prevent hypoxia in military aircrew it is
necessary, as a rule of thumb, to maintain
the minimum of PPO2 to that equivalent of
sea level in order to perform normal levels
of work.

liquid form in a cryogenic storage dewar.

The earliest and simplest method of

Storage in liquid form allows approximately

providing oxygen to military aircrew was

five times as much oxygen to be contained

to store gaseous oxygen (GOX) at high

in a given volume when compared to

pressure, typically 1800 psi, in metal

GOX. The LOX converter, however, has

cylinders or bottles.

to be removed from the aircraft to be
refilled (replenished).

It becomes progressively more difficult
for humans to take in oxygen with

Gaseous Oxygen (GOX) Systems

Gas from the cylinders is fed via nonFigure 1: Air pressure & partial pressure of oxygen (PPO2)
as a function of altitude

return valves to the pilot breathing regulator
in the cockpit, after first being reduced to

In practice, the life support systems of
military aircraft maintain PPO2 levels by
increasing the oxygen concentration of
the pilots’ breathing gas supply, where
oxygen concentration is maintained
between the minimum and maximum levels
(see Figure 2).
In addition to the requirements to maintain

The first oxygen systems
for military aircraft used
oxygen stored in
gaseous form at high
pressure in metal
cylinders or bottles.

70-90 psi.

Limitations of LOX and GOX
The principal limitation of both LOX and
GOX is the amount of oxygen that can be

The breathing regulator provides demand

carried on the aircraft, which limits both

regulation, whereby flow is actuated

mission duration and flexibility. This situ-

when the pilot breathes in and shuts

ation is exacerbated on aircraft that have

off when the pilot breathes out. The

in-flight refuelling capability, where oxygen

regulator also dilutes the oxygen with

becomes the determining factor of mission

cockpit air to achieve the desired oxygen

duration, rather than fuel.

concentration for a given altitude, also

Additionally, LOX systems require consid-

a suitable level of oxygen concentration

known as ‘air-mix’.

at altitude, life support systems also need

The major limitation of GOX systems is

to protect pilots against acceleration (G)

base to replenish the aircraft system,

the quantity of gas required for typical

and contamination.

preventing rapid deployment of aircraft

missions, which leads to the requirement

to unprepared frontline bases such as

for large storage cylinders, or a number

commercial airports.

of smaller cylinders. This has to be
considered in conjunction with the available
space for installing such cylinders. The
shortage of installation space inevitably
leads to the mission duration being
compromised.

erable infrastructure/plant at the operating

To overcome these limitations, both GOX
and LOX have been replaced for new
platforms by systems that generate
oxygen continuously during flight. These
systems are also being
retrofitted to in-service

The cylinders are charged (replenished)

platforms which

by means of a charging point on the side

began life

of the aircraft, to which an external source

with GOX

of GOX is connected.

or LOX.

Liquid Oxygen (LOX) Systems
To allow greater oxygen storage, second
Figure 2: Typical oxygen requirements against altitude

generation systems store oxygen in a
Primary Gaseous Oxygen (GOX) cylinder

Tornado – Liquid Oxygen
(LOX) converter

JSF F-35 – On-Board Oxygen Generation System

Air pressure & partial pressure of
oxygen (PPO2) as a function of altitude

Typical oxygen requirements against altitude
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On-Board Oxygen
Generation Systems
OBOGS offer significant
advantages in reliability,
safety and performance
over older GOX and LOX
systems

On-Board Oxygen Generation
Systems (OBOGS)

The upper bed in Figure 3 is in the

Honeywell developed OBOGS technology

the pilot is not susceptible

its own oxygen during flight. OBOGS

by using part of the product gas from the The principal benefits of an OBOGS
lower bed to ‘purge’ the nitrogen out of
based Life Support System compared to
the bed to then be vented overboard.
conventional GOX and LOX systems are:

takes advantage of a molecular sieve

Once the upper bed is clean, oxygen

concentration is con-

material, Zeolite, which traps nitrogen

production will be switched to it, whilst

Mission Flexibility

trolled inside the zeolite

molecules when air is passed through it,

regeneration of the now nitrogen full lower

• Unlimited supply of pilot breathing gas

beds and is hence free

allowing it to act as a molecular sieve.

bed is carried out, and so the cyclical

– mission duration is no longer limited

process continues.

by the amount of oxygen that can be

in the 1980’s to allow an aircraft to generate

Figure 3 shows an OBOG concentrator
with 2 zeolite-filled beds. The lower
zeolite bed is currently producing oxygen.
Conditioned engine bleed air enters the
lower bed, having first been filtered to
remove particulate contaminants, and is
then reduced to a suitable pressure
by the Pressure-Reducing Valve.
As the air passes along the zeolite bed, the nitrogen molecules within it are adsorbed
by the zeolite.
At the far end of the bed, a
product gas that is up to
95% oxygen is produced,
the balance of the gas
being made up of argon.
The presence of argon has
been widely shown to have
no physiological effect on
crew/pilots.
Over time, the bed becomes
Figure 3
Operation of an OBOG concentrator

saturated with nitrogen, and oxygen

process of having the nitrogen removed,

Typical System Architecture
A typical system is shown in Figure 4.

Benefits of OBOGS compared to
GOX and LOX

• Breathing gas purity – OBOGS
regulators do not air-mix thus
to smoke and fumes from
the cockpit. Oxygen

from contamination.
• Improvement in safety by

carried, particularly important when

removal of high-pressure

combined with in-flight refuelling.

gaseous oxygen or

• Reduced logistics infrastructure

cryogenic liquid oxygen

The OBOGS is controlled by a solid state

– do not need LOX plant and time to

storage vessels – particularly

monitor/controller that monitors the PPO2

remove spent LOX converter. Allows

in the event of ‘bullet-strike’ to

level of the OBOGS product gas, and

the aircraft to be forward deployed

the vessel.

adjusts the cycling of the beds to produce

during combat/other missions.

Existing applications of OBOGS

the desired level of oxygen concentration
shown in Figure 2. This process is known

Additional Benefits

Honeywell systems have been in service

as concentration control and means that

• No scheduled maintenance – OBOGS

for over 20 years and are currently used

no air-mix, or dilution, of the product gas

units are maintained on an ‘on-condition’

by many Air Forces worldwide on aircraft

is required at the regulator.

basis.

which include:

The breathing gas then passes to the
pilot’s breathing regulator, either a console/
panel-mounted, ejection seat-mounted or
pilot-mounted device. The regulator is a
demand flow regulator like those of GOX

• Lowest life cycle cost – removal of
requirements for recharging, logistics
infrastructure and regular maintenance
drastically reduces in-service costs.
OBOGS is a ‘fit and forget’ system.

• JSF F-35

• Eurofighter

• F-22

• Hawk LIF

• Nimrod

• Gripen

• PC-21

• B-1B

Figure 4
Typical OBOG system architecture

• B-2B.

and LOX systems, differing only in the
fact that they operate at lower pressures
and do not air-mix. The final system
element is a back-up oxygen cylinder
mounted on the ejection seat to provide
oxygen during pilot ejection, or in the

production is switched to another bed

unlikely event of an interruption in the

that has been purged of nitrogen.

OBOGS supply.

F-22 – On-Board Oxygen Generation System

BAE SYSTEMS/Saab Gripen
– On-Board Oxygen Generation System

JSF F-35 – On-Board Oxygen Generation System

Figure 3Operation of an
OBOG concentrator

https://aerocontent.honeywell.com/aero/common/
documents/myaerospacecatalog-documents/
Defense_Brochures-documents/
Life_Support_Systems.pdf

Figure 4
Typical OBOG system
architecture

System Elements
& Integration

Breathing
Regulation
For over 50 years
Honeywell has
designed, developed,
manufactured, qualified
and supported breathing
regulators for military
aircraft. To date more
than 10,000 regulators
have been delivered to
Air Forces worldwide.

The latest generation of regulators are

The family of regulators has very low life

compatible with the high inlet pressure

cycle costs driven by a high level of

supplies from traditional sources of

reliability together with zero scheduled

stored oxygen (GOX and LOX) as well as

maintenance. Regulators are available

the much lower inlet pressures associated

as pilot-mounted, console/panel-mounted

with OBOGS. All units provide demand

and ejection seat-mounted devices, each

regulation – whereby supply to the pilot is

with a high degree of commonality with

discontinued during exhalation. In addition,

the others to further reduce costs across

they are non-dilution devices relying

mixed fleets of aircraft.

on the OBOGS to control the oxygen

Table 1 sets out the standard and optional

Cylinders and Components

be ‘flown’ for objective testing - carried

At the heart of every OBOG system is

In addition to OBOG concentrators,

out using breathing machines to simulate

the monitor/controller that is responsible

controllers and regulators, Honeywell

pilot demand - or subjective testing -

for sequencing the operation of the

designs and supplies all of the other

using human subjects.

OBOG concentrator beds to deliver the

elements from which an OBOG system

The latter, human subject testing is often

desired oxygen concentration to the pilot

is constructed, namely:

referred to as ‘man-rating’ and is required

for the altitude at which the aircraft is

• Back-up Oxygen System (BOS) Cylinders

by Air Forces to demonstrate that the

flying. The actual level of concentration

• Emergency Oxygen (EO) Cylinders

system delivers the required oxygen

output from the OBOGS is continuously

• Regulated Integrated Terminal Block

concentration to maintain a pilot in good

monitored and its operation adjusted to

concentration to the desired physiological

features available from Honeywell’s

level.

breathing regulators.

Features
Demand regulation
Non-dilution of breathing gas
Constant outlet safety pressure
Maximum pressure relief valve
Very low breathing impedance
Excellent breathing performance
Pressure Breathing with Altitude (PBA)
Pressure Breathing with G (PBG)
Compensated dump valve
Electrical on/off switch
Press to test
Flow sensor/indicator
Anti-suffocation valve
Panel lighting

F/A-18 – Chest mounted breathing regulator

Pilot
Mounted
S
S
S
S
S
S
O
O
S
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Panel
Mounted
S
S
S
S
S
S
O
O
S
O
S
O
O
S

Ejection Seat
Mounted
S
S
S
S
S
S
O
O
S
O
S
O
O
N/A

(RITB)
• Pre-coolers

representative workloads. Honeywell is

Monitoring is carried out using solid-state

• Pneumatic valves and temperature

the only system supplier worldwide to

/pressure sensors

of the OBOGS is measured to determine

• Water separators and inlet filters

the level of PPO2 and this value is then

• Aircraft seat/pilot interface connectors

converted into an oxygen concentration
level in conjunction with the output from

Integration and Man Rating

a cabin pressure sensor.

Honeywell has comprehensive oxygen

The monitor/controller is partitioned such

development/test facilities with all the

that a failure of the sensing element

resources and infrastructure required to

would not jeopardise the safety of the

carry out the in-house development and

system, as the controller will switch to

qualification of all of the elements of an

‘max mode’ and drive the OBOGS to its

OBOG system. This capability allows for

maximum performance level.

considerable reduction in development

The monitor function is also available as

timescales through concurrent engineering.

a discrete oxygen concentration sensor,

Honeywell is also able to ‘fly’ complete

with applications such as On-Board Inert

systems in altitude chambers for formal

Gas Generation Systems (OBIGGS).

system level qualification. Systems can

Key: S = Standard, O = Optional, N/A = Not applicable

BAE SYSTEMS/Saab Gripen – Breathing Regulator & Anti-G
(BRAG) valve

health at altitude, whilst carrying out

keep within specified physiological limits.

zirconia sensing technology. The output

Table 1 – Features of breathing regulators

F-22 – Panel mounted Breathing Regulator
& Anti-G (BRAG) valve

Monitors & Controllers

Typical On-Board Inert Gas Generation
System (OBIGGS) sensor

Back-up Oxygen Supply (BOS) – JSF F-35 &
BAE SYSTEMS/Saab Gripen

have such man-rating facilities in-house.

http://aviationweek.com/
site-files/aviationweek.
com/files/uploads/2017/
11/01/DF-COCKPIT_ex
plainer_graphic_revise.jpg

http://
aviationweek.com/
defense/fighter-aircraftbreathing-no-easy-feat

A.11 F-35 Lightning II

A.12 Summary

http://www.airforcemag.com/DocumentFile/
Documents/2012/AFSAB_Oxygen_020112.pdf

The F-35 OBOGS (Figure A-11 below) uses two immobilized 13X zeolite beds to
generate the oxygen enriched breathing gas. Like the F-22 system, the F-35 controls dilution as
Table A-1 (following) provides a summary of the various current USAF and USN
a function of cabin altitude by controlling the charge-purge cycle times of the molecular sieve
OBOGS installed in their aircraft. All of these weapon systems, which leverage the OBOGS
canisters. Both inlet and outlet filters protect against 0.6 micron particles. A seat-mounted BOS
technology, have certain common traits:
provides automatic fill-in to complement OBOGS during flight transient conditions and is
x They all use conditioned bleed air from the engine as the breathing gas. Conditioning
automatically selected during ejection. This BOS obviates the need for a separate EOS. The unit
varies by mission design series. While all use heat exchangers, the cooling fluid
size is approximately 16 x 15 x 5 inches.
might be air or fuel or polyalphaolefin.
7KH)%KDVKDGDVLQJOHK\SR[LDOLNHLQFLGHQW,QWKDWLQFLGHQWWKHSLORWKDGVSHQW
PLQXWHVEUHDWKLQJWKHH[KDXVW &2 RIWKHFKDVHDLUFUDIWVLWWLQJRQWKHJURXQGEHIRUHWDNHRII

x

None of the systems use a catalyst or filter to explicitly filter potential contaminants
in the bleed air; rather, they assume the bleed air is “breathable.” (The F-18 is
moving towards a catalyst to eliminate CO in the breathing air).

x

All depend on Pressure Swing Adsorption process to generate enriched oxygen from
ambient air using the ability of adsorbents (synthetic zeolitic molecular sieve) to
absorb primarily nitrogen.

x

All systems have a Built-in-Test Feature and use a Zirconia Oxygen Sensor.

The systems, however, have some differences in implementation:
x

Some of the canisters of zeolite are loosely “packed” and held in place by mechanical
forces while some immobilize the zeolite in a clay or an organic polymer.

x

All of the systems, except for the F-22 implementation, include a Backup Oxygen
System or a Plenum (reservoir) to provide some period of enriched oxygen with a
shutdown of the OBOGS.

x

Input filters vary from an input filter that is 93% efficient at 0.01 micron to one that is
designed to filter at the 0.6 micron level.

x

Two different types of zeolite are used. The Air Force uses a 13X zeolite while the
USN uses a 5AMG zeolite.

x

Outlet filters range from 0.1 micron to 0.6 micron to 30 microns on the V-22.

x

With the exception of the F-22 system, all have scheduled filter replacement at about
400 hours of operation. Several also have routine replacement of the zeolite material.

A.13 Finding and Recommendation
Finding: With the exception of the F-22 OBOGS, AOG systems have a proven history
of safe, repeatable performance with robust back-up in BOS or Plenum systems.

Figure A-11. F-35 On-Board Oxygen Generating System.

Recommendation: Remain wary of a rise in the rate of unknown cause hypoxia
incidents and monitor filter status for contaminants.

861DY\,QYHVWLJDWHV)ROG,QFUHDVH,Q)+\SR[LD,VVXHV
Fixes are in the works for U.S. Navy F-18 cockpit oxygen problems
0LFKDHO)DEH\_Aviation Week & Space Technology

Deep Breaths

Mar 24, 2016

http://aviationweek.com/defense/us-navyinvestigates-12-fold-increase-f-18-hypoxia-issues

As the U.S. Navy waits longer for its F-35C Joint Strike Fighter carrier versions, the service
is being forced to increasingly rely on its F-18 family of aircraft at the very time pilots, air
crews and engineers are trying to find and fix the causes of extremely worrisome cockpit
breathing issues in the jets.
Continuation of the Boeing F-18 line is one of the critical elements of the Navy’s tactical
aircraft inventory. Yet, Navy brass have been telling lawmakers that F-18 pilots are
reporting more incidents of breathing problems in their jets, prompting a major combined
effort to determine the causes.
“It’s a top priority for the Navy and the Marine Corps,” Rear Adm. Michael Moran,
Navy program executive officer for tactical aircraft, testified Feb. 4 at a House Armed
Services Committee hearing on naval air operations.
What is alarming both services’ aviation officials is the growing rate of hypoxia symptoms
among pilots. Fliers reported just 5.84 hypoxia events per 100,000 flight hours in fiscal
2006 in the F-18 fleet. But from Nov. 1, 2013, through Oct. 31, 2014, F/A-18 and EA-18G
fleets logged 70.98 incidents per 100,000 flight hours (see graph).
³3LORWVIHHOGL]]\´VD\V5HDU$GP0LFKDHO0DQD]LUGLUHFWRURI1DY\$LU:DUIDUH³&RQIXVHG$OLWWOHVWUDQJHLQWKHDLUSODQH´3LORWVKDYHHPHUJHQF\DLUWKH\FDQXVHKHQRWHV
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KDYHLQYROYHGVRPHIRUPRIFRQWDPLQDWLRQHQWDLOHGHQYLURQPHQWDOFRQWUROV\VWHP
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XQGHUPXOWLSOHFDWHJRULHV

The services have already made at least 18 changes to pilot breathing
systems, Moran says, including tweaks to pressure and control valves
as well as sensors. The process is broader than one the U.S. Air Force
undertook for its F-22 Raptors after pilots reported increased

hypoxia symptoms earlier this decade. But it would be difficult to
pinpoint exact similarities until naval officials find the root causes.
Furthermore, there are some significant differences between the F-22 and F-18 families of
aircraft as well as different incident-reporting procedures for the two services that make
comparison even more difficult.
For example, Navy officials note, the service’s oxygen system concentrators use heater
elements, which are not on F-22s. Moreover, Air Force officials had noted major concerns
over oxygen concentration levels during the incidents involving their pilots.
“For a majority of our events, there’s plenty of oxygen,” says Dennis Gordge of the human
systems division of the life support branch of the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC).
“It’s not a low-oxygen issue.”
The type of incident often depends on the version of aircraft. “It looks like the legacy Hornet
is seeing more [ECS] problems, such as pressurization,” says Capt. David Kindley, F/A-18
and EA-18G program manager, referring to F/18 A-D aircraft. “Would you expect that from
an aging airframe? You might.”
With that in mind, he says, the Navy has decided to inspect and replace certain parts in
those systems more frequently on a predetermined schedule instead of following the
previous “fly to failure” policy.
“We’ve seen a marked decrease in ECS issues associated with legacy Hornets,” says Rear
Adm. G. Dean Peters, commander of the NAWC Aircraft Division and assistant commander
for research and engineering Naval Air Systems Command. “I believe this is due to the
influence of improved pressurization tests. We’ve increased the testing cycle.”
The Navy has empirical data and anecdotal examples of the decrease, he says—especially at
inspection sites.
“We seemed to hit the twilight a number of months ago, at the end of last year,” says John
Krohn, the thermal systems branch head for NAWC and the Navy’s ECS expert. “We are
making the jets healthier and the delivery systems healthier. We go through the checks—the
diagnostics are more complete. We look at cabin pressurization integrity every 400 hr.”
For the F/A-18E/F Super Hornets, there seem to be more incidents related to the onboard
oxygen generating system (Obogs). “I don’t know if I can point to a reason why,” he says.

1DYDO$LU6\VWHPV&RPPDQGLVUXQQLQJODERUDWRU\WHVWVRIQHZFRPSRQHQWVIRUWKH
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The EA-18G Growler electronic warfare aircraft—essentially modified F-18s—are another
story, Krohn says. “With a Growler, a couple of things are different. They are typically flown
in a different profile than Super Hornets—a stable condition at high altitudes for long
periods of time.”
Navy officials have noticed that a particular valve that is part of the cockpit’s breathing
system, and also associated with cooling avionics, tends to ice up.
“The demand on the cooling of avionics is greater in this environment—it is different from
that of the Super Hornet,” Krohn says.
Navy officials say they have made major changes that are helping to cut down on hypoxia or
other similar episodes. The service has developed and started to field a new molecular sieve
and a catalyst scrubber to better filter carbon monoxide as well as other potential
contaminants for the F-18.
The Navy is putting the new sieves and scrubbers into fleet squadron aircraft first, Kindley
says.
Given how the Obogs works, updating the sieve and inserting a catalyst are important
improvements. “There are two canisters of molecular sieve,” Gordge says. “It’s like really fine
kitty litter or sand—the magic part that allows the nitrogen and oxygen to pass. You have the
canister, you smash air into it, and the oxygen flows out. All kinds of
coolants—anything that goes into the intake will wind up there.”
But the type of sieve used had not been changed in decades. “It was the finest molecular
sieve you could get in 1982,” he says.
To make matters more challenging, the sieve used by F-18 aircraft became obsolete 6-7 years
ago, Gordge says. “They started repacking them with reprocessed molecular sieves,” he says.
“You can [only] do that a couple of times.”
At the time, he says, the choice was to either use reprocessed sieves or ground the aircraft.
But a reprocessed sieve has a limited shelf life, especially as it starts to absorb more moisture
and clump. Eventually, the Navy settled on a new hybrid sieve that could accommodate the
necessary flight conditions. At the same time, the service started to add a carbon monoxide
catalyst or scrubber.
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Routine Navy operations and pilots put the aircraft in all types of scenarios that
could introduce contaminants to stress the Obogs, Gordge notes, such as the
close-quarters jet exhaust of a carrier deck.
“When the plane does aerial refueling and it hits the basket or the basket leaks,
it leaks fuel right down to the right intake and right into Obogs,” Gordge says.
“Nowhere in Obogs design specification does it say: ‘Pour raw fuel into Obogs.’
But it happens.”
And pilots or air crewmembers may be exacerbating the effects of any contamination when
they use their masks to fan their faces. “They pull the oxygen masks away from their faces to
allow the oxygen to blow,” Gordge says. “While that’s good for the eyes and it has been a
standard practice, the system was not designed to do this.”
When the oxygen is allowed to flow freely in that way, it automatically pushes out a
much greater volume of oxygen per minute, pushing any contamination deeper into the
system, Gordge notes.
While Navy engineers know of certain operations, procedures and equipment that exacerbate the Obogs and ECS problems, they are still looking for root causes and long-term fixes.
“We’re treating this issue as if someone died yesterday,” Peters says.
Kindley echoes that point. “We treat every single episode as if it were a mishap. There’s a
great deal of rigor that goes into that reporting.”
The Navy has a hazard reporting system dedicated to the events and a protocol for investi
gating them. “We are swarming this from a resource standpoint, near-term perspective and
investment standpoint,” Kindley says.
It is still difficult work, officials note. As Manazir puts it: “It’s like chasing a ghost.”

ANALYSIS: Cobham helps USAF

tobreathe easy on OBOGS
15 SEPTEMBER, 2017 | SOURCE: FLIGHTGLOBAL.COM | BY: LEIGH GIANGRECO | WASHINGTON DC

https://www.flightglobal.com/news/articles/analysiscobham-helps-usaf-to-breathe-easy-on-obogs-440910/
(YHQDVWKH86$LU)RUFH¶V/RFNKHHG0DUWLQ)$
VRDUHGDERYH/H%RXUJHWLQ-XO\R[\JHQLVVXHVJURXQGHG
WKHVDPHDLUFUDIWEDFNKRPHDW/XNH$)%$UL]RQD
Just weeks before the conventional take-off and landing Lightning II was set
tomake its Paris air show premiere in June, the USAF announced it would
cancelF-35A flying operations at Luke AFB following five separate oxygen
deprivation incidents over the course of a month.
Pilots had reported experiencing “hypoxia-like symptoms”, although the air
force would later characterise the incidents as physiological events that could
include hypoxia, hypocapnia or hyperventilation. The Arizona base houses 55
F-35As, but the issue applied to only 48 of those aircraft.
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At the Paris air show, USAF officials insisted the oxygen issue was isolated to
Luke's jets. A pilot survey that began at the base in May later expanded
acrossall F-35 pilots. The survey also examined the aircraft’s low-rate initial
production (LRIP) numbers as a possible common thread, as well as software
variants. The service found that Hill AFB in Utah, Nellis AFB in Nevada and
Luke had aircraft from LRIP lots 6, 7 and 8.
When Luke’s F-35As returned to the skies last month, their pilots did sowithout the root cause of the physiological events (PE) identified. However,officials at the base have been able to rule out some contamination risks, suchas
suspected higher levels of carbon monoxide on the hot congestedArizona
flightline.

Meanwhile, the US Navy is also attempting to grasp at the elusive cause of
PEplaguing its pilots. The issue could threaten generations of pilots, as the
service continues to struggle with oxygen issues on its Boeing T-45 Goshawk
trainers. Although the navy allowed T-45 instructors to return to flying in April
under a restricted envelope that would not require using its on-board oxygen
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On 3 August, the USAF began OBOGS testing that will continue until the end
of this year. Working with the F-35 Joint Programme Office (JPO) and the
Naval Medical Research Unit (NAMRU) in Dayton, Ohio, a team of engineers
and statistical analysis experts at the USAF’s 711th Human Performance
Wingat Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, are currently testing OBOGS that have
neverbeen flown before, in order to compare their baseline performance
withsystems which have experienced incidents at various simulated cabin
alti-tudes, aircraft altitudes, and breathing demand flows. The team is
evaluating laboratory results as they are collected and is co-ordinating with
theJPO, NAVAIR, the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) and Lockheed.
The two services have long battled, and to some extent accepted, oxygen
issues as part of the risk their pilots must take. Between 2003 and 2008, the
USAF's F-22 fleet experienced six incidents, followed by another dozen by
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Following a request from the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, the serviceawarded Cobham, which manufactures the OBOGS, a contract in 2016
todevelop a new method for monitoring a pilot’s breathing and physiology. In
addition to the AFRL, the company has briefed NAMRU and NAVAIR on its
aircrew-mounted physiologic sensing (AMPS) technology, which con-nects to
the CRU-94 integrated terminal block that sits about 18in from the pilot’s
mouth.
AMPS examines the oxygen concentration, gas flow, temperature andpressure in the breathing gas being delivered to the pilot, whether throughOBOGS
or a liquid oxygen system. In early June, Cobham delivered the firstVHWVWR
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“So the pilot – for all intents and purposes – has been the sensor," he says.
On AMPS, a memory card with sensors collects data on the oxygenconcentration. The system does not measure contaminants in the OBOGS,Schaeffer
notes. Along with the sensor blocks, Cobham created a digitalupgrade to the
CRU-99 oxygen monitor, called the solid-state oxygen monitor(CRU-123),
which delivers information on temperature and oxygen pressure toT-45
pilots.
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oxygen system may not be the root cause of.”
Once the USAF and Cobham amass a library of data, the company candevelop a predictive algorithm that could help the pilot make decisions,Schaeffer
says. The company plans to integrate the sensing technology into itsnextgeneration emergency oxygen system so that potentially, the systemscould
communicate with each other, he adds.
Cobham plans to propose that technology for the USAF’s smart aircraft digital
breathing regulator (SDBR). In July, the service released a request forinformation seeking a technology that would enable autonomous control of the
regulator using aircraft state, in-flight environment, and pilot physiological
stateinformation. The system would notify pilots and allow the breathing
regulator totake corrective action before the pilot or jet is compromised.
“The [SDBR] monitoring systems will access, predict, and initiate the flow of
oxygen to the pilot using external input parameters from the aircraft cabin
pressure and altitude, arterial blood or brain tissue oxygen levels,” the request
says. “The tactical version shall account for both altitude and accelerationinduced hypoxia and head-level blood flow and blood oxygen changes.”
Despite decades of testing on oxygen systems, pilots are likely to alwaysexperience PE, Mayes says.
“It’s hard for us to characterise and mitigate an unknown something with an
unknown cause,” he says. “So the first step in that is trying to define the
cause.Once we have done that I’m optimistic AMPS will be an important part
of thatand we can move on to what’s next, whether that’s mitigation or
training.”

Navy Rules Out Suspected PhysiologicalEpisodes Cause
While Super HornetRates Grow in 2019Megan Eckstein Apr 2019
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episodes-cause-focused-on-air-pressure-as-super-hornet-rates-still-high
CAPITOL HILL — The Navy has ruled out breathing air contamination as a cause of
physiological episodes, but a complex set of conditions – including both cabin pressure
issues and human factors – has led to the rates of pilots experiencing PEs this current
fiscal year being back on the rise.
Though the service has not yet pinpointed a cause – and likely won’t ever find a single
rootcause – other gases or contaminants have not been found in breathing air coming
from thejets’ Onboard Oxygen Generation System (OBOGS), the Navy said in a littlepublicizednews release this week.
Despite that progress in ruling out a major factor – and one that was widely blamed for
PEsearly on when rates among pilots began increasing sharply – two admirals today told
lawmakers that there is still much work to be done in stopping the episodes, which can
leadto pilots experiencing symptoms of tingly fingers and toes to headaches to passing
out inthe cockpit.
Rear Adm. Scott Conn, the Navy’s director of air warfare (OPNAV N98), told the House
Armed Services tactical air and land forces subcommittee today that physiological
episodesamong student pilots and flight instructors in the T-45C Goshawk training
aircraft are down.
Personnel flying the T-45 experienced 35 PEs in 2016, 31 in 2017 and just six in 2018. So
far this fiscal year, which began Oct. 1, only one PE has been reported in the T-45.
“That is progress,” Conn said, noting that the flow of air into the OBOGS system wasreworked to allow for a more constant flow of air without any fluctuations, which appears to
have reduced the PE incident rate.
The story is different in the F/A-18E/F Super Hornets and EA-18G Growlers, where cabin
pressurization and fluctuation appears to be the key driver of PEs.
Among the one- and two-seater Super Hornets and the Growlers, Conn said there were
87PEs in 2016, 73 in 2017, 65 in 2018, and already 41 in this fiscal year, which is just
halfwayover.
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ZDUQcrews about pressure fluctuations before anyone experiences any symptoms are
also beinginstalled now through 2020 into all the jets in the fleet.
“From a PE side, we’ve ruled out contamination. We’ve had the engineering to address
theT-45, it is in place and we’ve driven down numbers,” Conn concluded.
“From a Super Hornet side, we’ve kind of flatlined on the cabin pressurization, but we
knowwhat we need to do and we’re getting at it with respect to getting the items under
contract,getting them in the aircraft, and until we do that then we need the resources that
we’rerequesting to do so or we’re not going to make any significant change to these
cabinpressurization.”
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“I’m encouraged by the progress being made as well as the amount of resources request
edby the Navy in Fiscal Year 20: approximately $278 million in the areas of upgrading
theaircraft, changes in air crew education and training, improved maintenance practices,
andbringing in the medical community to better understand the human dynamic,” sub
committeeranking member Rep. Vicky Hartzler (R-Mo.) said at the hearing.
That human dynamic, though, is proving challenging to address, with Winter calling
“humanbeing makeup” a top determination as to which pilots experience PE symptoms
and whichdon’t. Experts have previously said that factors such as rest and hydration play
a role, andWinter added one more: flight experience.
“More experienced pilots seem to have less incidences of physiological events. There’s
nota direct causal factor drawn by that,” he said, but he noted that more PEs have
occurred inthe aircraft assigned to training units versus operational units even though
they are thesame aircraft.

Air Contamination Ruled Out
The Navy said this week that two Root Cause Corrective Action (RCCA) Core Teams –
onefor F/A-18 Hornet and Super Hornet and EA-18G Growler jets, another for the T-45
Goshawk training jet – have been trying to rule out potential causes, and they “determin
edlast fall that the quality of pilots’ onboard oxygen was unaffected by asphyxiates, car
bonmonoxide and external or internal contaminants, such as fuel vapor or pyrolysis by
products,respectively,” according to an April 1 news release.
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As the rate of pilots experiencing physiological episodes increased in recent years,atten
tion turned to OBOGS. Lawmakers grilled aviators during hearings about what wasbeing
done to study and find fixes for OBOGs. The Navy news release also notes thatOBOGs
contamination was an early assumption made in the absence of alternativeexplanations.
“Contamination was an explanation for people getting sick in the aircraft when we couldn’t
explain it very well,” Don Salamon, deputy assistant program manager for systemengine
ering for the F/A-18 and EA-18G Program Office, said in the news release.
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Still, both the F-18 and the T-45 teams ruled out that possibility after a 16-month effort
thatlooked at 21,000 samples taken across 11 sites from pilots’ breathing gas, ground
samplingand blood analysis.
“We’ve gotten smarter, and now we understand there are other things that could behap
pening that manifest as those symptoms, but it’s not exposure to contaminants,”Salamon
said.
The two teams’ attention is now turned to two other factors: cabin pressure and breathing
dynamics – a pairing that highlights the complex man-machine interactions that happen
while flying a fighter jet and the difficulty in finding a single cause when conditions in both
the machine and the human are potentially contributing to a physiological episode
occurring.

“We are happy to see that contamination has been ruled out and that all Navy aircraft are
delivering clean air to our aviators,” Rear Adm. Fredrick Luchtman, Navy lead for the
Physiological Episodes Action Team (PEAT), said in the release.

The teams are looking at “the maintaining of cabin stability by preventing unexpected
pressure fluctuations that have been correlated with PE events but not yet shown to be a
causal factor,” and “breathing dynamics and factors that can impact gas exchange during
respiration, such as hyper/hypocapnia, hypoxic hypoxia, work of breathing, aEsorption/
acceleration atelectasis,” according to the news release.
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“There is likely no single ‘smoking gun’ that will be found as a result of the investigation,”
Salamon said.“However, we have identified multiple contributors that are being aggres
sively workedthrough the [F/A-18 program] with near-term corrective actions.”

